Journeyman Electrician Position

The Journeyman Electrician is responsible for leading the installation team and ensuring that our solar installations are completed with the highest level of attention to workmanship and safety. In addition to the skills and experience outlined below, we are looking for someone who is passionate about the solar industry, has the ability to learn and follow our processes and whose values are in line with our own.

Your typical day as an Electrician will be spent at the job site performing the following duties:

- Installing electrical service equipment, wiring, and devices required for the installation of solar PV systems.
- Leading the installation of electrical systems that interconnect our solar systems to the grid.
- Ensuring that electrical work performed by your team is flawless and compliant with the current Massachusetts Electrical Code.
- Acting as on-site supervisor for the installation team and providing regular reports of crew activities to the project manager.
- Working with local inspectors to meet and satisfy local requirements and expectations.
- Training, mentoring and developing apprentices.

Journeyman Electrician Requirements

To be considered for our Journeyman Electrician opportunity, you must demonstrate the following:

- Ability to work well in a fast-paced team environment
- Strong attention to detail while producing accurate and high-quality work
- Ability to climb ladders
- Ability to bend conduit
- Ability to complete voltage drop calculations and be familiar with amperage ratings as they relate to sizing wiring

Required Experience and Certifications

- Current Massachusetts Journeyman Electrician license
- Valid Massachusetts Driver's License
- OSHA 10
- 5+ years of residential or commercial electrical experience
- Solar experience preferred, but not necessary. We will train the right candidate

Salary and Benefits

- Commensurate with experience
- SunBug offers competitive compensation, medical insurance benefits, 401k opportunity, an installation incentive bonus plan and vacation time in addition to other benefits. SunBug seeks long-term employees and promotes professional development and career growth within our diverse organization.
About SunBug

SunBug Solar is a leader in the delivery of quality energy solutions. With a deep passion for delivering outstanding customer service and a rewarding workplace, our growth has led to our need to expand our terrific team. As a full-service solar solutions provider, we develop, design, install, and maintain rooftop, canopy and ground-mounted solar systems. Our team delivers solutions to a diverse customer base of homeowners, businesses, nonprofits, landowners, and solar investors.

We provide an interesting and fun place to work. As a team, we demand a level of excellence and responsiveness from each other that is second to none. SunBug is an innovative place to work where your opinion and voice matters. We take pride in being the highest rated solar provider in Massachusetts across multiple independent rating services, including being the top-rated installer on Angie’s List.

SunBug offers competitive compensation, medical insurance benefits, 401k opportunity, an installation incentive bonus plan and vacation time in addition to other benefits. SunBug seeks long-term employees, and promotes professional development and career growth within our diverse organization.

SunBug Solar is an equal opportunity employer that supports diversity and inclusion in the workplace and interacting in a way that is free from discrimination and intolerance.